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Seniors To Give X Audio-Visual Room
TV STARS BELLES OF 'SNOWBALL'
DESCENDING ON TOPPER TONIGHT
DeC01·ps Ann:ounces 80 pei· cent Voting Turnout;
Bus Sheltel' Idea Nosed Out In Close Decision

Dick DeCorps, chairman of the cla,ss gift selection committee for the class of 1954, announced early this week that
the seniors have voted to equip the school with an audiovisual room for their class gift. DeCorps announced that the
voting was very close and showed a good deal of interest on

the part of the class. Over 80%
of the class voted with the winnig suggestion nosing out the
second place idea, a decorative
bus shelter. Also on the ballot
were a patio and an annual
essay award.
The audio-visual room will be
equipped with an acoustican ceiling, black-out drapes, and other
facilities in order to provide an
attractive and useful room in
which to have movies, lectures,
and demonstrations. Room 47 has
been proposed as the most easily
adoptable and the best room for
the project. Mr. Albert V. Walters, school architect, is drawing
up the plans to provide for the
utility and attractiveness of the
room.
The class has made so far a
magnificent effort in pledging
$1700.00. Senior Class President
Jim Powers announced that
"After two payment periods we
have recieved $540.00. This is a
little behind our quota but it certainly is a very fine start. A
concerted effort in this third payment period should easily bring
us up to our quota of $1000.00 for
three periods."
The third payment period is
now in progress and seniors are
asked to catch up with their
pledges if they are behind.

Sodality Men Plan
Old Textbook Drive
A number of Sodality activities
are now being planned for the
New Year. An Old Textbook
Drive will get underway at the
end of this month. At that time,
students will be asked to contribute any old textbooks which
they do not want. These books
are to be sold, and the money to
be used for various charitable
purposes.
During the past week, Sodalists
have submitted suggestions for
the commemoration of the Marian Year, many of which are
under consideration at the present
time.
Those students who wish to
join the Sodality may do so during the second semester. A probation period will begin sometime
in February.

JCU Prof Leads Recollection
This Sunday, .Jan. 17, the Xavier University Dads' Club will
have its third annual Day of
Recollection from 9:30 until 5:30.
The South Hall auditorium wlH
be used for the occasion. Rev.
Henry Birkenhauer1 S..J., director
of the Graduate School and professor of Geophysics at .John Carroll Upiversity will be the speaker.

Reservations may stlll be obtained from Dr. Thomas Heavem.
Mr. Harry Voet, HI. 1190, or from
Rev. Edward .J. O'Brien, moderator of the Dads' Club, RE. 2301.

News B-Ball Award To Dacey Council-Sponsored Informal To Feature Cincy's
Freshman .Jack Dacey took Bonnie Lou, Sis Camp, Vern W ahle's Orchestra.
home the winning prize of $10 in
the News' first basketball contest,
conducted by the sports staff.
Senior .Joe Dillon, who came in
second to Dacey, thus copping a
$5 award, selected nine out of ten
games correctly as did winner
Dacey. However, the freshman
picked the tie-breaking score of
the Xavier-Siena contest closer
than did Dillon. Turn to The
News sports pages for this weeks'
entry blank and your chance to
win $10.

Philops Take Four
To Miami Tourney
This afternoon at 3: 00 p. m.
four Philopedians will compete
in a tournament at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Don Hellkamp and Bill Greulich will defend
policy of Free Trade,
while John Carr and John Gladis
will argue against such a policy.
Four Xavier debaters represented the Poland Philopedian
Society at a debate tournament
at Ohio Wesleyan University in
Delaware, Ohio, last Saturday.
Tom Lippert and Al Fritsch, defending the proposal that the
United States adopt a policy of
Free Trade, defeated a team from
Marietta and lost to teams from
Bowling Green and Ohio State.
Bob Siegenthaler and Mayo
Mohs defeated a team from Ohio
Wesleyan and lost to teams from
Ohio Univ~rsity and Muskingum,
while they were arguing against
the proposal.

a

'Career' A. vailagle
To Xavier Students
Career, a bound book published
by America's major employers
was placed in the hands of seniors this week by senior class officers.
" ,. "
This publication which retails
at $3.00 per copy was provided
free of charge to each senior. In
addition to listing the job opportunities, requirements, and training programs of major employers,
it contains articles on job hunting and career selection by placement and guidance specialists.
Frank L. L u k e n , Xavier's
Placement Director, has obtained
free distribution of annual Career
at Xavier since its initial publication three years ago. Circulation is limited to major Universities.
Mr. Luken further announced
that there are no part time jobs
available at the present time from
the Placement Office. Mr. J. W.
Dwyer, representing the Sperry
Gyroscope Company will interview any Physics major, Wednesday, January 20, from 10: 00 a. m.
to 4:00 p. m.

The Topper Club will be the scene of the gala Snow Ball
this evening from 9:00 to 1:00. The considerate committee has
seen to it that there are no corsages to purchase, no formal
clothes to struggle with-nothing but $2.50 to spend for an
evening of fun and dancing. The tickets say that the dance is
semi-formal, but this fa a misprint. The committee emphasizes
that it is informal.
Bonnie Lou, WLW-TV star of
"Midwestern Hayride" will be a
special attraction at the dance.
She will sing several numbers.
Sis Camp, Dumont .<WCPO)
television personality, visit e d
South Hall on Thursday and will
be at the Snow Ball booth again
today to encourage all off those
"Johnnie-come-latelys" to pick
up a ticket. The "Belle of the
Ball" will also be present tonight
at the Topper.
A giant white balloon was to
have been lanuched over the
campus last Monday with bold
blue letters announcing the Snow
Ball. Unfortunately, while Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, dean of
men, and John Grupenhoff were
painting the sign on the inflated
balloon, it exploded before their
amazed eyes. Fr. Ratterman assured The News that this was
only a sign of the "blast" to
come.
The Student Council is spo~sor-

The Mardi Gras Captains'
Party Jan. 18, will feature the
personal appearance of Bobby
Adams, third-baseman for the
Cincinnati Recllegs, and films
from the 1953 World Series.
To those who follow the fortunes of the National League Bob
Adams is known as the defensive
leader in his third-base slot, compiling a fielding average last
year of 0.951. Bob's lightning eye
and baseball know-how will furnish excellent commentary on the
filmed World Series activities.
The Meeting will be held at
7:15 p. m. in South Hall and the
usual refreshments will be served.

Clubs To Non1inate
EC Girls For Queen
Sis Camp
Belle of the Ball

ing the dance to aid the financial
needs of the Armory Ballroom
project. John Grupenhoff, Joe
Eble, Tom Heheman, Tim Garry,
Dan Shannon, Florian Sokolowski, Jack Carroll, and Bill Hoctor make up Chairman Al Cash's
active dance committee.

Electricity Se1it To Elet Hall
Throug·h Poiver-Packed Ditch
By Clu1rlie Austin., News Associate Etlitor

"Why, they've cut the campus in half!" The above was a
typical comment on the lips of practically everyone at Xavier
upon returning to class from the holidays and seeing the
huge ditch stretching across the full length of the campus.
Your reporter, being no exception, began making inquiries
in order to solve the mystery.
One student conjectured that it
had been dug by members of the
ROTC department to provide onthe-spot combat training for future officers.
I next interviewed a freshman
walking down Herald Ave.,
dressed in buckskins topped with
a coonskin cap. He was carrying
a rifle, decoys, a duck caller and
was followed by his faithful hunting dog. I didn',t have the heart
to tell him that the ditch was not
a duck blind and that he would
have to go to Cowan Lake to
hunt ducks.
Completely frustrated, I decided to ask the men who were
digging .the ditch. They directed
me to Mr. Lafe Parlier of the
Foley Construction Co., who is
foreman of the crew.
He informed me that the. excavation was a transformer ditch
to carry power· lines from the
new transformer behind Hinkle
Hall to a master box in Elet Hall.
The ditch will hold three lines,
each encased by fibre-duck tubing. For further information I
was directed to Larry Strassbur-

Mardi Gras Heads
To Hear Infielder

ger, electrician from the Bertke
Electric Co.
He stated that two of the lines
were four inch power cables, and
that the third was a three inch
telephone line. He went on to
say that the tubing would be
driven under Victory Parkway
by means of a hydraulic pipe
pusher, which forces lengths of
pipe through the ground by applying pressure at the rear of the
pipe.
These are the facts.

Athenaeum To Be Ready
Defore Encl Of Semester
The first issue of the Athenaeum, Xavier literary magazine,

will appear before the semester
ends, Editor Justin Huber promised this week.
He said that a grave lack of
contributions held up action on
the traditional publication but
joined Athenaeum moderator Dr.
William H. Willer, associate professor of English, in an assurance
that the staff's hard work will
produce a book equal to the
usual high standard.

Commanding a prominent position on the social calendar for
the next few weeks are the preparations for the Junior Prom
which will be held at the Hall
of Mirrors on Feb. 26.
The big question is who will
reign as queen. All clubs on the
Xavier campus are eligible to
nominate one Evening Coll~ge
girl to represent them in the
election which will be held during the week of Feb. 6. All students are enfranchised for the
balloting and are invited to attend the dance.
The nominees will be presented
at the Rifle Club Dance after the
Baldwin-Wallace basketball game
on Jan. 22. The Queen and her
attendants will be introduced at
the Evening College Dance in
South Hall on Feb. 12.
Bill Trischler, chairman of the
nominations committee, will mail
details to all campus organizations together with nomination
blanks.

Alumni Association
Elects F. Laniping
Fred C. Lamping, 1104 Overlook Ave., was elected president
of the Xavier University Alumni
Association last week at a meeting of the Board of Governors
of the Association. He succeeds
Mr. E. Leo Koester ar1d will serve
in office through 1954.
Other officers elected included
Messr. J·ames W. Farrell, Jr.,
vice-president; Leo E. Oberschmidt, treasurer; James C.
Keefe, Jr., financial secretary;
and C. Robert Beirne, historian.
In attendance at the meeting
for the first time were five newly
elected members of the board.
They include Messrs. James L.
Arata, Edward A. Doering, James
G. Flick, John C. Rush and Lawrence W. Selzer.
The new president is an attorney. He was graduated from
Xavier in 1926.
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A Real Gift •

Pas de Football

cc
ongratulations to the seniors! They have voted wisely for
their senior gift-but what is even more important, they
have voted. Approximately 80 per cent of the seniors took the
time and trouble fo indicate one of four choices for the goal of
their remembrance campaign.
·
Already we can visualize the transformation of Room 47
in Albers Hall into an attractive and functional lecture classroom with audio-visual aids equipment. Hs 7 and 8 classes of
the future, as well as convocations, moving pictures and extracurricular lectures, will be a few of the users who will think
of, and thank, the class of 1954. While the room may not be as
permanent as the plaque on its door, we hope it will take on
some of the permanence of the Albers Building itself.
It is true that the senior class, with its $1700 in pledges,
will be unable to assume the full burden of the cost of the
redecoration and new facilities. But we suggest that the class
of 1955, without feeling that they are being forced into it,
consider the wisdom of adding their name to that plaque on
the door. Such a decision could bring it more nobility, and
less debate, than the juniors could imagine.
Of course, right now the present seniors have a matter of
$1700 to tend to.

C

.

Time For A Change

cc
»
The apathy of the average college student toward traffic
.I safety warrants the serious consideration of all Xavier
men. Some cold ·bodies are now cold statistics, elequently telling a regrettable story.
Last year traffic accidents took the lives of 38,000 Americans and injured another million and a half. Of those killed,
approximately 8000 were people like those on college campuses. Two Musketeers died on the highway. The theory of
human tendency toward self-destruction seems to be exhibiting itself at the wheel of a motor vehicle.
However, encouraging signs have appeared which are indicative of a lessening of this highway carnage. Over the New
Year week-end, traffic casualities fell below the estimate of
the National Safety Council, an occurence that is unfortunately rare. In Cincinnati, the death toll is gratifyingly below that
of 1953 for t_he same period.
Collegiate car owners who · find themselves "insurance
poor" might stop to realize that the careless and reckless
driver is striking at one of their vital spots-the pocketbook.
Safe drivers help the community and themselves. And you
know whose life they might be saving.
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By Dklc Co11eUo

State Of The Union

cc
»
here were two points in the President's State of the Union
message which caught our editorial fancy.
The first is the question of lowering the voting age to 18.
We admit -that we haven't yet delivered ourselves over to
the bondage of either side, probably because we're not convinced of the importance of the outcome. We would be much
more excited if someone had proposed a method of improving
· voter qualifications through greater knowledge of domestic
and world affairs. But since no one did, we will simply suggest that the old line to the effect that "If a person must fight
and die for his country he ought to be aible to vote for its leaders" is a dangerous piece of logic and oversimplification. ·
Surely no one would argue that because a man or woman
must pay taxes for the nation's roads, he or she is entitled to
drive a car on them without the license and qualifications to
do so. It is also strange that there are a large number of 18
year-olds who will admit their lack of voting qualifications
and are willing to wait three more years, probably the same
people who would make the best voters because they recognize their responsibility and realize they have a lot to learn.
On the other hand, the unduly hasty are too often the unduly
ignorant. Of course it may be argued that some people might
not be qualified even at the age of 80, but this is not a condition to be emulated. Whatever the outcome, we think that the
voting age is an issue much less pat, and much more debatable,
than many persons suppose.
The ~ther proposal we have in mind is. the President's
suggestion that convicted Communists be stripped of their
citizenship. Commendable as that may be, it does overlook the
fact that the most difficult problem is still how to get guilty
Communists convicted. However, this problem, too, will gradually be solved if the President's move is one to restore to the
executive branch of government its constitutional prerogatives
and public respect due in the field of subversion and national
security.
·
:,;:1(
We hope that it was with such a motive that the PresMPnt
•ft
spok e.
.r _ c ... :::~~,;-~

,_..

The incongruity of the above pictu~e i~· ~niv··=~::aren"t~ -~· columnist Costello explains in the column to the right.

Beyond
The X- H,oriz9n
By Jim· Cilli1an

As this sp~ce was originally given over to the reporting
of news from other colleges, I suppose we should dutifully
fulfill this obligation at least once before the semester ends,
although it will probably be as dead as the be-bopper over
whose grave there appeared the epitaph, "Don't dig me Dad,
I'm really gone."
Teachers trained at the Yale
University Teachers College have
set up a program of teaching languages to elementary school children. The idea of grade school instruction in French, Italian or
Spanish is not a new one by any
means, but it has seen little use
in recent years. By the time a
young man reaches college, or
even prep-school, the process of
memorizing a vocabulary of foreign words as well as countless
noun and verb forms usually is
pure drudgery. At that age he is
interested in reading and understanding or speaking the language. On the other hand, the
elementary school youngster in
the early grades often takes great
pride in his memory as can be
seen by the results in New Haven
where third grade pupils after
some ten short instructions over
a period of a month, had a French
vocabulary of more than fifty
words.

.•

..

Even the teaching of English,
especially composition, has come
in for some study. A survey sponsored by Lehigh University reports that industry and ·business
leaders have been searching for
the explanations of the many
failures of college trained men
and women to express themselves
adequately in oral and written
communication. At the University
of Wisconsin they have decided to
do something about it.
Under English .Prof. Edgar Lacey, a writing clinic has been established to give non-credit aid
to students, who, either through
poor training or lack of use of
written English, fail to keep up

to the college level. Its sponsors
feel that anybody can become
rusty and lax in his writing habits, especially veterans, whose letters home from overseas may
have been the only writing they
have done for a year or more, but
that an effective command of
English can be relearned.
Entering U. of W., freshmen are
now given a series of tests to
determine in which of four groups
they fall. Some are given total
exemption f r o m composition
while others are required to take
one or two semesters. Those very
lax in English must first take the
non-credit course offered by the
clinic before they can qualify for
freshman English. Not a bad idea.

•••

Although in the United States,
a country composed of people of
many or no faiths, it is understandably a difficult thing to offer religious education in all
schools, not to mention the legal
questions involved, it does appear
strange that whereas reason
shows that God must be the center or focal point of any true
education, only some 37% of 444
junior colleges surveyed by the
University of Texas had any religion courses in the curriculum.
Is it any wonder that the country
has turned so secularistic.

•••

Seniors trying to fill out next
semester's schedule may be interested to know that at Westminster College comprehensives
have been made optional and are
no longer a college requirement
necessary for graduation. The
rules at Xavier however, remain
lincbanged.

The picture on the left may
seem a little incongruous, but
there's more in it than meets the
casual eye. Why is it that mature,
intelligent college men who give
their cheering "all" to a dazzling
display of ·skill and finesse on
the gridiron, recoil violently from
the same dexterity expressed in
something just as stimulating,
namely, ballet dancing? Campus
opinions on the subject can become little short of indecent.
Hence, we have dared where
others feared to tread, to bring
these two forms of human endeavor together, solely on the
basis of their common goal.
Ballet, simply, is telling a story
by means of a dance.' If pictures
like "The Red Shoes" or "The
Bandwagon" have not created the
impetus to get one to a "real live'~
ballet, then the approach of
"going for the music" can often
break the ice for the unitiated.
Tomorrow, The Ballet Theater,
one of the top companies, wUl
play the Emery Auditorium, starring, Igor Youskevltch, Mellua
Hayden (cavorting above with
unidentified Muskie), and John
Kriza.
The matinee performance at
2: 00 p. m. will consist of "Aleko,"
with music by Tchaikowsky, and
the only Massine work still presented in America; Prokofieff's
"Peter and the Wolf" and Morton
Gould's ·"Interplay." At 8: 30 we
have "Constantia" based on Chopin's F Minor Concerto, "The
Capital of the World," from play
by Hemmingway and recently
premiered on "Omnibus," and the
"Pas de deuces" from "The Black
Swan" and "Fancy Free." Bernstein's "Fancy Free" was included
in the Broadway and subsequent
Hollywood musical "On the
Town." More than any other art,
ballet presents . variety from the
blood and thunder of Hemingway
to the fairy tale simplicity of
"Peter and the Wolf," as you can
see. Tickets for this can be had
at the Central Ticket office or at
the performance.
"Xavier Presents" Is at Ions Jut
about to resume operations. What
may have been lacklns In yean
passed can easily be recUfled bJ
a little thought and foresight on
the part of the participants, especially thost from the varlou
campus organizations whose contributions are sorely needed. An
institution like Xavier neecll an
outlet such as this, but ft muat be
kept In mind that there are certain standards of quality to be
upheld. ,Those who may have
something genuine to offer, but
because of past performances
have slightly undercut, please step
forward. The show will not set
better without you.
Now that the mlcrophoned caroling has quieted down and we
may have heard the last of "Santa
Baby" music might be able to
revert to normal.
In regard to a thing played too
often, that once too often might
have happened Saturday night at
the symphony. But as things
turned out, it didn't. After a disappointing bit of Thompson, conducted by Virgil himself, young
Spanish pianist Soriano, with a
charm that set every feminine
heart in the hall afiutter, played
Ravel's "Concerto in G Major,"
and for an encore De Falla's "Ritual Fire Dance." It takes a man
to play the jazzy Ravel Concerto,
hut it takes an artist to give the
overworked, ·overheard " F ire
Dance," the passion.and drive Mr.
Soriano gave it. We think we can
say with impunity, we'll hear
some of the same caliber work
today from Marian Andenon, thil
week's soloist
·
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'XAVIER PRESENTS' RETURNS
TO LOCAL TV SCREENS
Twelfth Season Begins
OnNewDayAtNewTime

'New Look' Of Science Hall Greets
Students Returning From Vacations

•

Korea, Fort Sill Observances
'U RIVerSU
.
l.IZe' XU cOmmURlOR
, .
of

By Tom Kerver
"It will be a show full
surprises and full of variety;
what you might call a portent
of things to come." So spoke
Rev. James V. McCummisky,

S.J., this week in reference to the
first "Xavier Presents" show of
the new season, which will get
under way a week from Sunday,
:ran. 24.
Fr. McCummisky, once again at
the helm of the XU talent show
as it starts its twelfth season and
its fifth on television, announced
the time for the show as 3: 30 to
4: 00 p. m. every Sunday over
WCPO-TV. Walter Vester, who
emceed last year's offerings, will
alternate with Gerry Keefe in
that post this year. "Sometimes,"
Fr. McCummisky said, "the show
will start before 3: 30. We follow
the afternoon movie on WCPO,
and there will be times when the
movie will conclude before 3: 30.
When that does happen, in we all
step."
Xavier will not be the only
school taking part in the show,
although it will be the dominating
factor. Other schools which have
been invited and have promised
their cooperation and active participation include Our Lady of
Cincinnati, Mount St. Joseph, the
University of Cincinnati, Schuster-Martin Dramatic School, and
the College. of Music.
A twofold reason, according to
the guiding force of the program,
for the shift to Sunday from Saturday was the better availability
of talent on Sundays and the
fact that a larger audience will be
watching TV on Sunday afternoons, particularly during the
winter months. "Therefore," Fr.
McCummisky concluded, "if we
wanted the time, we had to wait
until the end of football season
when WCPO-TV would no longer be televising weekly pro-football games. This coming Sunday,
Jan. 17, is taken up with the televising of one of the post season
games-the last one-or we would
have begun our season then."

Xavier's second annual Univers~l Communion Sunday observance, which was held in Cincinnati and other cities where
alumni organizations have been
formed, became literally· universal this year. Mr. Jack Moser of
the Public Relations Department
received a letter from alumnus
Jack Gallagher, who is now· a
second lieutenant in Korea, telling of the alumni Communion
observance in the Far East.
Dave Durbin, •52 , was in charge
of the Korea affair. It was held
in Chunchon. Besides Gallagher
and Durbin, other alumni who
gathered for the affair were Brian
Conley, Tom Quinlan, Tom Sassan, Fred Day, Tom Smith, Tom
Bischoff, J a c k Kispert, Gus

The appearance of the main corridor of Science Hall
would indicate that after 134 years Xavier suddenly "went
modern."
After remodeling many of the administration offices, the
maintenence department added what appears to be a finish-

ing touch. The new "corn stalk"
ceiling is around three feet lower
than the former ceiling. In order
to construct the super-structure
for this "false top" many holes
had to be drilled in the walls of
the corridor. Instead of using
the customary "brace and bit,"
the maintenance department used,
believe it or not, a 22 cal. rifle
which Santa Claus had provided
for this purpose. Rumor has it
that the Jesuit faculty had a
great time during Christmas vacation watching scaffolded workmen shooting holes in the wall.
Judging from the modernistic appearance of Science Hall, the expel'iment must have been a
booming success.
Note-Fill out your next se- Feeling that only a specialist
mester's schedule early.
could analyze the novel color

Juengling, Dan Dell, George Jacobs, Bill Schaffer, Tom Koenig,
and Bernie Roeckers. Gallagher
also reported that there were
other Xavier alumni who were
accounted for, but who were unable to attend because of duty in
their respective outfits.
From Fort Sill where another
service observan~e was held, Lt.
Donald Langefels, who was in
charge of the affair there reported more than 30 alum~i at
the special Mass, and 27 in attendance at the breakfast following. The Mass was celebrated
by Rev. John J. O'Neill, Si'gnal
Corps chaplain.

scheme that now adorns Science
Hall, The News consulted a gentlema~ who has. spent _.years of
study m Surrealism. T~us expert,
who prefers to remam anonymous, commented, "The colors on
these .wa~ls convey a message. to
t~e 1~1termg student. the i;iedi_tahve tmt on the lower portion mspires thought, but the ~lamboy
ance of the upper port10n su~
gests that the student do this
thinking elsewh~re. "Of course,"
the expert ~on.tmued,. "one can
not be cel'.tam m the mterpretation of color . . . it may have
been leftover paint."

Tax Stamps Needed
Save tax stamps and bring
them to Hinkle Hall.

Statue Of Patron
To Be Dedicated

Your hands on the Future!

Plans for the formal dedication
of the statue of St. Francis Xavier, which was erected recently
on O'Brien Terrace through the
combined efforts of the classes of
1951, 1952 and-1953, are now underway. Rev. John V. Usher, S.J.,
has offered the services of the
Xavier ·Clef Club and thus became the first to volunteer for
the ceremony.
The representative of the sculptural studio in Italy said that he
is prepared to write a new work
on "The Travels of St. Francis
Xavier"-in a crate.

When you grip the wheel of an Air Force iet, y~ur hands are on a fast,
high flying future that leads to the top in iet aviation.
• Once behind the controls of an Air
Force jet, you leave the humdrum of
everyday life •.. soar far above the cares
of the crowd into a bright new future of
adventure and excitement. You're part
of a select flying team, playing for the
highest stakes of all ••. mastery of the
Jet Age! You'll win too, because you've
been trained to win. You have confidence in yourself, in your fellows, and
in your plane, the fastest and safest flying equipment in the world.

As an Air Force Aviation Cadet, you get
in on the ground floor of jet aviation,
learn jet flight with the latest equipment
and best instructors. You graduate as an
Air Force lieutenant earning over SS,000
a year ••• a man thoroughly prepared
for leadership in both military and com·

TUXEDO
RENTAL

••

mercial aviation. J~in the many fine
young men who keep their hands on tho
future. Train as an Aviation Cadet!

You may be eligible
To qualify as an Aviation.Cadet, you
must be at least a high school graduate.
However, you will be of more value to
the Air Force if you stay in college,
graduate, and then volunteer for training. In addition, you mqst be between
19 and 26~ years, unmarried, and in
good physical condition.

* WinCommission
an Air Force
*Earn over
$5,000 A Year

HERl'S WHAT YOU DOI
I. Take your high school diploma or
certificate of graduation and a copy of
your birth certificate to your nearest Air
Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill
out the application they give you.

2. If application is accepted, the

Air
Force will arrange for you to take a
physical examination at government
expense.

3. Next, you will be given a written and
manual aptitude test.

4. If you pass your physical and other
tests, you will be scheduled for an Avia·
tion Cadet training class. The Selective
Service Act allows you a four-month
deferment while waiting class assignment•

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• • •• • • ••••••

LANDEN, LTD.

WHIRi TO

on MORI DRAILll

Contact your neare1t Aviation Cadet S.lectlan Tea111,
Air Force ROTC Unit ar Air Force Recruiting Officer.
Or writ• to1 Aviation Cadet, Headquarter1,
U. S. Air Force, Wa1hlngton 25, D. C.

606 Vine St.
PArkway '7845

•

•

I
!
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Musketeers Split Even On
Opponents Since Dec. 12
By Bruno JJ'of//
Since Dec. 12 the Xavier University Musketeers have::
journeyed through a schedule of twelve basketball games,
By Paul Cain
splitting even with six wins and losses.
It was a tired Muskie five that took the floor against UC JanuOn Dec. 12 powerful Kentucky came to the Cincinnati
ary 6, and their performance that evening certainly was ample proof Garden and downed the Muskies 81-66. The Wildcats' one-

I

o.f their fatigued condition. Ju~t two nights. previous, the Blue Batalhon had scared the Rupp Raiders on then· home hardwood to the
ext~nt that basketball's. B~ron ut~~red .words of praise, the likes of
wluch rarely fall Xavier s lot, Xavier has a great team-they
should be ranked in the nation's top ten."
But the Lexington sojourn drained the boys of their staying
power and turned the game into a very peculiarly-statisticed contest. Both teams had an equal number of fouls and the shooting
averages were within a point of each other, but the Varsity had
much more success at the charity line and shot much more. The
control of the backboards was the deciding factor. All the Bearcat
dignitaries had their crying towels to the saturation point before
the game but were first to admit after the contest that the Red
and Black had played their finest game of the current season. In
fact, Hoddy Blaney, the NEWS-RECORD sports editor, looked almost sheepish after having sobbed on our shoulder before the ·game.
• • • • •

two punch, Hagan and Ramsey,
scored 46 points between them- its play in the Kentucky Invita19 and 27 respectively. Dave Pi- tional Tournament by beating
ontek led Muskie scorers with 17. Murray State 69-49. Xavier batThe contest, watched by 11,881, tied high-ranked Louisville the
was decided more by rebounding next night; but in a hard, close
than anything else. Blond Frank game Louisville ended on top 61-.
Ramsey was the big man of the 56. Big Dave Piontek led all scorevening; he was all over, stealing ers with 23 points. In the conthe ball and tossing in shots from solation game, Xavier easily took
everywhere.
third place by crushing Eastern
The Muskies then gathered Kentucky 86-67. (Eastern will
their baggage and headed east for seek revenge Dec. 18 at RichWashington, D. C., where they mond, Ky.)
Streaks Fall 85-60
met Georgetown on Dec. 14. Xavier opened up and had a sixteen At Troy, 0. Xavier took a lot
point lead at half time; pulling of speed out of John Carroll's
ahead a little more X had built Blue Streaks pi'li'ng up an 85 to
' · the last 60 win Vonderbri'nk
'
Two of the funniest quips we've heard in a Jong time centered up a 74-54 count when
h1'tt·ng 12
about
the
game.
A
group
of
young
ladies
sitting
in
front
of
Fred
.
·
·
' 28 points·
i
.
.
buzzer sounded. Muskie scoring of 13 free throws sank
'
He1mkreiter at the game confused yours truly clad in checkered was well distributed with Heim's p· t k h d 22 '
sport coat and bow tie, for the eminent head football coach at UC, 18 the high
'
i~n eJ a 4 t.h M t.•
Sid Gillman. Enraptured they leaned back and asked Fred, "Isn't
M · ki
TV
t ~ .an.t
eh usthes went
that Coach Gillman at the scorer's table?", to which he agreed, not V'll
us t es d0 n th' d
Ko. tuexkmg otnh, ~ er1e
tey hgave
· ·
t
.
i anova s age a
ir quar- en c Y
e1r c oses
ome
d
h"
D
u
t
·n
·n
32
Th
w1shmg to punc ure their balloon. The other is "told by Fr. McCum- t er ra 11y a t Ph'l
i a e1p ia on ec. co r w1 1
games.
e f'ina1
m is k ey w h en h e as k ed on th e T h ursd ay af t er, Wha hoppened last 16 b t X ·
h d th
b k was UK 77 XU 71 K t k h d
nigl t 0 · ')" 11 i
ith t h it t•
d "Th
b
, u
av1er pus e
em ac
,
. en uc y a
l '
e1m. . e me~: w ou
es a ion answere '
ey eat in the last quarter to win 81-73. roared to a 22 point lead in the
- -.- : out of us, Father. . .••• We wonder which Cats did thf! most Bob Schafer of Villanova had 26 second quarter, when Xavier
beating.
points·, Heim led Muskie scoring started to bounce back. The Mus-•
.
with 22, and Vonderbrink had 17. kies closed the gap to six points,
The meetmg of the football coaches in Cincy has occasioned The brief Xavier winning but Kentucky was too much of a
much talk about the formation of ne~ conferences which schools, streak was cut short when the team to fold and won. Heim had
both large and small, now realize is the only thing that is going to Muskies moved up to White 18 Margerum 16 for Xavier Ha~ave inte:.collegiate a~hlet.ics from extinction. Our Cl~fton compan- Plains, N. Y. and played Iona ga~ led all with 20 points. ·
ion has figured heavily. i~ ~he proposed league which would tie College Dec. 18. In a game tele- Wednesday, Jan. 6 was a black
such greats as West V1rg1ma, Marquette, Penn State, Navy and vised by New York City's WPIX, day for Xavier: UC, rated as unothers. The plans for the enlargement of Nippert Stadium give the Xavier exchanged basket for bas- derdog, handed the Muskies their
Varsity an even larger persuader and although we don't know how ket with Iona for most of the worst defeat in 27 games. Xavier
far this talk will go, we predict it isn't much more than a year first quarter.· Then the Gaels trailed by only two after a close
before the 'Cats tie to some group. But just where does all this leave broke out ahead, turned back a first half. But the Muskies althe Parkway Saints? We believe that it will leave X and all the Iah! Muskie rally, and won 70- though they had plenty of fight
rest of her sister Catholic and Jesuit colleges in the same fix the 64. Richie Guerin, star forward and never gave up, were comCatholic schools on the West Coast found themselves-No confer- who shifted to the post for most pletely outplayed in, the second
ence, no play.
of the second half, pumped home half. Cincinnati, to cries of "pour
• • • • •
32 points for Iona. Vonderbrink it on" chanting from their cheerThere are nine Catholic colleges playing football next year that had eight field goals and one free ing section, grew hotter and hotwould be able to form a very workable conference for football and toss to lead Xavier.
ter, leveling the exhausted Muswould have unlimited possibilities for basketball. Carroll, Marquette, The next• evening Xavier was kies 77-58. Nearly 10,000 people
Detroit, Dayton, Holy .Cross, Boston College, Fordham, Vfllanova, in Albany, N. Y. and enjoyed the viewed the surprising contest.
and X are all much of the same class (this point would be much hospitality of Siena by dumping
.
argued) and after a few years would provide well attended and the Indians 66-54. Piontek scored
talented rivalries. The best example is the "Boston Blood Bath" 17 points and Heim 15 for Xavier.
UWS
when BC and the Cross ml'et untl despite season records give a ter- This finished the Muskies' East~'Fund
rifle afternoon of football. So far, all previous attempts have failed ern trip, and they took a needed
primarily because the Eastern schools have the scheduling problem rest until af~er Christmas.
.
As its part in the fund raising
by the tail, but the lack of attendance has shaken them too. They're Dec. 26,. Mmnes.ot~ and Xav:er drive. ~ponsoring the educational
also looking to some device which would give them a couple of t~ngled m X~vier s Memorial televlSlon channel, the ~thletic
games that will keep them out of the red. They should know by now Fieldhouse, whlle 4,~00 . people Department of ~he Uruver~ity
that nobody delights in beating the tar out of a Catholic any more looked on. The Muskies JUmped promo~ed last rught a varsity,
than another Catholic and everyone is willing to pay to see that out ahead 19-15 at the end of the alumni basketball game.
Why not give it a try?
' first quarter, and increased the The alumni who met the varbulge until at half they led 40-29. sity on the Fieldhouse floor was
But the Gophers scored 22 in the composed of former basketball
- - - - - i third quarter while the Muskies stars of Xavier who came back
were held to a mere six. Xavier to give their services for the
came back a little in the last worthy cause. Bill Donovan,
period, but Minnesota held on Huck Budde, Trebs Dickman,
67-64. Dick Gormaker and Chuck Dave Hils, Don Ruberg, Pat
Bennett put together 47 of Minne- Steenken, Bruno Korb, and Art
sota's total; Bob Heim took top Morthorst all returned to grace
INDICATE CHOICE BY CIRCLE:
Xavier point production with 17. the Fieldhouse court again.
Vanderbilt .................................. w .................................... MJsslssippl Ed Kalafat, the Gophers' potent Alumni supplied even the ofNotre Dame ................................ vs ................................... ;...... Purdue center, was held to utter impo- ficials in the persons of Lou
Moelering and Stan Haffey, both
Indiana ........................................ vs .................................... Ohio State tency by Dave Piontek.
In Louisville's Jefferson County of whom worked on the cuff for
Maryland .................................... vs ........................................ Virginia
Illinois .......................................... vs .......... .... .... ............................ Iowa Armory on Dec. 28 Xavier opened the night.
Kansas .......................................... vs .................................... Iowa State
Michigan State .......................... w ...................................... Wisconsin
Loyola (South) .......................... vs ............................ Miu. Southem
Idaho ....................... ,.................... vs ...................... Washington State
Georgia ........................................ vs ............................ South Carolina
WRITE IN SCORE (TIE-BREAKER>:
Xavier < ) • Eastern Ky. < )

....

..s.v..1By Joe McCarthy
One of the main cogs in coach
Ned Wulk's cage machine this
year is its six foot, two inch captain, Robert Louis Heim. Bob is
a graduate of Newport Ky. Catholic High School, where he captained the Trojan squad to AllKentucky and all regional honors. In his two preceding years
on the Xavier varsity, since transferring to X from the University
of Cincinnati in 1951, he has
played both guard and forward,
and so far has succeeded in racking up a total of 714 points for the
Muskies, with a good part of this
year's schedule still left to be
played. Last season his tally was
301 points, and his average was
13 points per contest, whi~e this
year he has put it through the
hoop for 213 points or a game
average of 14.2.
Starting the season as a forward, Rapid Robert, a 175 pounder, has found himself occasionally

Al
M V •
et ars1ty
To Help TV

r---------XU News

BASKETBALL CONTEST

...

... .-

Prizes, $10 and $5

Too Important To Forget-

NAME ..........................................................................................................

----------------

CLASS ...................................................................................................... •• J

1. EllrlbllUy: all day and night X students
not affiliated with the XU News. Onlv

one entry rer student for each weekrs
contest wll be accepted. More than one
will disqualify the contestant.
3.
2. Rules: A reasonable facsimile or the
coupon above must be dropped Into the
contest box provided In the lobby of the
Library Building before 4:30 p. m. of the
Monda'[ Immediately following publication o each Issue of The News. Contestants must circle the team they pn- •·
dJct to win in each of tJse above J&tecl

( .

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an e~ntial
in every student's cliet.

game11, and they must write In a predicted score for the Xavier 1ame. The
entry must be signed.

Prise•: Prizes of •10 for the flnt place
winner, and '5 for the second place
winner, will be awarded tor each of
six editions of The News by our advertisers. Duplicate prizes In case of
ties. Winners will be announced In 1ubsequent lssue1.
1 . .1•11 Entrteti wtU be tabulated by
member• ol &be XU l'f1n IJIOl1I ltafl.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 2474

pl!lying guard. Coach Wulk had
indicated earlier that the ballbouncing Kentuckian was equally
adept and might see service at
both positions this campaign.
Heim, whom Wulk has called
"Undoubtedly one of the best basketball players in the country,"
was doubly honored at the end
of last season, when, besides
being named 1953-54 captain he
was adjudged the most valuable
player on the 1952-53 quintet, for
which the Xavier News awarded
him its Most Valuable Player
Trophy at the Musketeer Club
basketball banquet.
A good man to have on the
court, the six foot cager is proving
again that he ·is a spark plug
among the hoopsters, and is one
of the nine reasons why the Muskies are proving successful in
their thirty game schedule this
year.
An Econ major, Bob plans to
enter the sales field.

STORE-WIDE

SALE!
Save as much as 50% on Suits, Topcoats, Shirts, Pants, many other items!
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF
THE VALUES YOtJ'LL SEE
Many all-wool suits values
$26
65 Sul.ts·
formerly $49.75, now
.Gabardine zipper-lined. Valae1 $19 75
28 Topcoats once selling for $34.75,
•

21

goin1 at

DOW

•

Q Jackets Quilt-lined, su~a:~=ed, revenlblel,$8

160 .:Zax Slacks Max's fa;:: f:li ~::• lhadet. $6
Bin white, pink, iilalle, and $1 99
Dress ·Sh"1rts·Mr.
blue. Student mes. Were fa,95,
•
DOW

Sport Shirts Mr. e. Gabardine. student.Illes $2.49
Ties odds an~ ends. Value:i:::csn:a~rely tz,50, now Ales· SOc
4 Convenient
Pay Plans
WE DRESS

IHE STARS

·
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1
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•
•
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·
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Redskins Lose Scalps

B-W'S YELLOW

JACI\ET~S

Last Wednesday night the Mus·
kles stared a last minute rally
to defeat the visiting Miami
quintet, 73-68. The fourth quarter
By ltlel Bren11an
resolved into a seesaw battle for
After a much needed rest, the Xavier Muskies engage
the lead wHb X moving ahead two lightly regarded foes before opposing a rough Dayton
in the final minutes on a braee Flyer team. The Wulkmen meet the Baldwin-Wallace Yellow
:!1n~~ethrows by Lou Vonder- Jackets tonight and then meet Eastern Kentucky on Jan. 18

OPPOSE RE.STED MUSKIES

In th e f ree f ou11ng game, x av. in Richmond,
Ky.
. Mul.
. I was a regular last year, with
ler blew several eonvincing leads
Baldwin-Wallace so far this
h
d
. I
t
and in the waning moments of season has won only two games ?a
us~ mam Y as a Tshpo tmatn
the game were foreed to play while losing four. They have de- :n \f~en y-o~et gamfAesl. De hs art •
.
mg ive cons1s s o
an o er y,
against an all-eourt press For- feate d Y oungstown an d S uperior 6 4
d J k Ad
6 4 t th
'
St t
h'l
1
·
t
B
l
't
C
l
•
'
an
ac
ams,
- •a
e
0
- forwards, Larry Lovington, a 6-9
ward Chuek Hoffman played his
a e w 1 e osmg 0 e oi
best game for Xavier and scored i le~e, .Dulut? College, Dayton, a~d center and Tom Holbrook, 6-1,
23 points while Redskin KHtch by .nme points to :oungstown m and Ronald Pellegrinon, 5-10, at
"'
their second meeting.
·
· th e small •
Pjled through 2...
guar d s. p e11 egrmon
is
~===========~ The Yello\~ Jac~ets miss their est man on this year's Eastern
two co-c;a,ptams, Bill Moland and team. So far this season Eastern
Jim Rodrigue~, 0 ~ last ye~r's has won only three of t:n games.
team. The st~rtmg five, averagmg They have downed Centre, Tena small 6-2, is led by Jerry Suess, nessee Tech and Siena in the
By Jolin Haley
a 5-11 guard who will long be KIT 74-58. 'They have lost to
The Xavier Frosh, under the remembered by members of last Middle Tennessee Dayton North
'
' West' x t earn.
gui dance of Jim Bunning has thus years
Carolina State, Morehead,
far compiled a record
5 wins .B-W came to town last year ern Kentucky by three points,
and 1 loss. The Muskies, who without much of a chance of and Toledo in addition to the x
were aver.aging over ~5 points per downi?g the . Mus~ies but Suess defeat. Eastern holds the edge
game until they ran mto the UC ran wild to give his team a 76-75 in the series with Xavier 4-1.
Bearkittens are looking forward victory. On their home court, they
to the second and toughest half made the margin of victory even
of their season.
greater by a 88-71 score. Suess's
The Freshmen took their first teammates are Paul James, a 5-8
three games with ease, dropping guard, Tom Blackwood, a 6-6
a weak Friar team 91 to 57, beat- center, and last year's leading
ing Coca-Cola 90-41, winning pointmaker w it h 306 points,
Round two of the Xavier intraover GE, 89-63. In their Garden Frank McDermott, 6-7, and Leon- mural basketball program got
debut they eked out a win over ard Roth, 6-3, at the forward underway as the Christmas holithe Kennedy Raiders 77 to 74. posts. While in high school Roth days ended. In the first game of
Former X star Huck Budde hit set several records, including this round Elet 3A edged BOAC,
for 25 points for the losers, while most points scored in his league 50-49, with Sokolowski leading
Boothe countered the same num- during a single season (406), and the Eletians with 20 points, Jaber for the Muskies. In the game a school record for most points cober swishing the nets for 19
that preceded the Minnesota tilt scored in a single game (38). markers to lead the losers. In
the Frosh downed Hamilton by
On Monday night, the Muskies another close game, Cottage A
a 81 to 71 count. Then last week face Eastern Kentucky, a team ~lipped ,past Elet 2A, 36:35 with
they tasted their first defeat at confronted with a giant-size re- ~leepy
D~Corps pacmg the
the hands of UC in the Gardens building job after· the loss of all winners, while Elet 3B pasted
48-42.
five regulars and the two front Hall 12, 33-23.
Thus far in the season Billy line reserves from a team that
In a double overtime duel, MarVieth. is the leading scorer with last year won the Ohio Valley ion 2 outlasted Hall 9, 46-45, while
80 points, averaging 13.2 per Conference Championship and Elet 2B ran over "The Bunchy
game, while Jim Boothe is sec- went on to the NCAA tourney. Five" 33-26, the Da.yhops romped
ond with a 12.3 average. Of the Only two lettermen, Tom Hol- over Cottage B Seniors, 60-41, the
other starters Joe Heath has a brook and Bob Mulcahy, are re- Cherry Pickers trounced Elet 1,
11.6 average, John Albrink, 10.5, turning to form the nucleus of 53-20, and Hall 10 just got by
and Len Spalding a 5.2 average. this year's team. Neither man Hall 7, 35-33.

r

. h
Frosh Have Brig t
5 Won, 1 Lost Slate
o!
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.

·
·
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Intramural Netters
Begin Second Round

By Logan Rapier
The Wulkmen started their amazing performances b)' taklns
three out of four games In the East, losing only to Iona, a team
whose coac)! admitted afterwards, that his team wasn't as good u
the Muskies. These three victories equaled the win output on &be
road in the previous two seasons.

• • • • •

One of the highpoints so far this season was the play of the
team in the Kentucky Invitational Tournament. After solving Murray State's zone defense the Muskies pulled away to win by 20
points, with Coach Ned Wulk clearing the bench, as everybody managed to enter the scoring column. The next game found the Muske·
teers and the University of Louisville Cardinals tangling, with the
Muskies coming out on the short end of the score, falling behind in
the last two minutes. Xavier easily took the third place honors by
sweeping the Eastern Kentucky Maroons right out of the gym, winning by 19 points, with the first five playing only the first three
quarters. Eastern, the night before had battled the eventual tournament champion Western almost to a standstill before dropping a
three point decision.

• • • ••

Still commenting on the play of the Muskies In the tournament,
Bob Heim and Dave Piontek were named to the All-Tournament
team, named by the eoached and newspaper men of the cities represented in the tournament. Heim played his usual aggressive same
while Piontek tied his taller opponents into knots with his pivot
maneuvers.

• • • • •

A team usually doesn't receive plaudits in losing, but the Mus·
ldes have through their fine play against two of the nation's finer
teams. The first was their loss to Minnesota in the Fieldhouse. The
Muskies completely dominated play the first half against the then
-fifth ranking team in the nation, only to see their 11 point half
time lead fade in the third quarter as the Gophers grew red hot
while the X men could hit on only one of nineteen attempts. The
Muskies again came back in the fourth quarter to tie the game up
with two minutes to go, but a couple of last minute baskets sent
them to their fourth defeat of the season.

• • • • •

The game that the Muskies received the greatest praise·fo losing
was their 77-71 loss to the Kentucky Wildcats at Lexington on Jan.
4. It was the closest score ever recorded on the new floor, which
has now seen the Wildcats add thirty-four victories to their im·
pressive home record which has seen them go undefeated for a 117
game span. The game looked like it might turn into a rout as the
Wildcats held a 22 point lead early in the second quarter only to
see a fighting Xavier team come back. Coach Rupp was lavish in
his praise of the Muskies after the game.

How the stars got started ...

~
'~,~,
<a ~ I V/

~idie Sariter and Bill Finegan,

~~~<Mt Orrnl<K-flm.
-AMERICA'S NEWEST, MOST COLORFUL DANCE BAND

leaders of America's most excitingly·
iifferent dance band, met in 1939

BiJl.F~O£

,

§Ol{E:

WITH MF:, CAMEIS DUCKED

INSTANTLY. TJ.IE R.AVOR'S J.IOW

drum at college, worked
up lo arranging for

"·

)\,..

I LIKE IT, Tl-IE MILDNESS
JUSIT RIGUT. •

"name" bands; Bill

had studied in Paris,
won a spot with Tommy
Dorsey. After 13 years

· of pooling new ideas,
they formed their
own hand. It clicked!

mels agree with more people

THAN ANY
OTHER CIGARmll
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DOWN FRONT
8y ltlayo ltloh•

"Maria Candelaria," the December offering of the Foreign Film Series, was a good indication of the films that Moderator Joseph Bourgeois is booking for the future. "Maria"
had all the requisites of today's best "art" pictures: realism
(without naturalism), taut direction, a fine story and superb

McCoy Blaiues World Bi-Power Split sided
atta~~ on war, especially
on the pohbcal front, much more
For United Nations Ineffectiveness eight
e~recuve1y than it has in its first
years."
In the current issue of Today,
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, director
of the Graduate Division, examines the condition of the United
Nations in a world dominated by
two major powers. His article,
"The UN in a Two-Power World,"
points the separation of the world
into two conflicting elements as
the major cause for the lack of
effectiveness of the United Nations in the political circle of
events.

Dr. McCoy offered a more optimistic outlook for the future.
"There is evidence, however,
that the world is becoming more
truly many-power and less truly
t~vo-power domin~ted, and the
time may be commg when the
Security Council veto will no
longer present the real situation
among nations ... In the manypower world which is developing,
it seems likely that the UN will
be able to carry on its many-

acting. Its stars, sometime Hollywoodites Dolores del Rio and rebels John Forsythe an~ Elean?r
Pedro Armendariz, did not disap- Parker. An old story m fresn,
point the U. S. audience who had new presentation, "Fort Bravo"
seen them 'in such movies as John which follows "All the Brothers
Ford's "Fugitive," were largely Were Valiant" is the second good
responsible for the enthusiastic ·picture at the RKO Grand in as
reception of the picture by the many weeks.
"Standing Room Only" South
Called by mariy (including myHall crowd. With an eye to a two self) the "best picture of 1953,"
(rather than one) night stand, "Julius Caesar" holds forth at the
Mr. Bourgeois needs more X-men Hyde Park for another week.
(and dates) at future presenta- With this picture Hollywood
tions, promises some good attrac- proves once again that it can
tions. I heartily concur.
match the tonier productions of
• • •
J. Arthur Rank and Laurence
M-G-M, in the grand tradition Olivier. Almost flawless where it
of Malory, Tennyson, and Edward is concerned with the dramatics·
Arlington Robinson, hits the of the tragedy, the production falCinemascope trail with the cur- ters only when it delves into
rent ALBEE attraction, "Knights Roman strategy, makes the batof the Round Table," a rousing tle of Phillippi look like the
technicolor legend dedicated to "Charge at Feather River." James
the proposition that when knight- Mason and John Gielgud are exhood was in flower it sometimes cellent as Brutus and Cassius and
went to pot. While the film takes Marlon Brando as Mark Antony
liberties with The Camelot Story, is subject to opinion. Again,
it does not (fortunately) have to DEFINITELY RECOMMENDED.
depend upon acting to hold the
audience's attention, rather makes
superb use of the wide screen in
presenting a series of jousts,
tournaments and battles whose
noise and color outdoes Henry V
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RECOMMENDED
groups, as well as youth orgamza.
tions, and PTAs will be invited.

Requiescant in Pace
Readers are asked to remem•
her in their prayers the souls of
three Xavier fathers who died recently. Graduate student Tom
Gallagher's father died this week,
and the fathers of freshman Joe
Bodner and seniors Joe and Tom
Dillon died last week.

Shop Mahley'•
Monday
12 Noon 10
8:30 p.m.

Educational TV On
Tap At Convention

• • •

OTHER SCREEN FARE
Cincinnatian Tyrone Power returns to the home town screen,
two and a half normal size when
"King of the Khyber Rifles" follows the lighthearted "How to
Marry a Millionaire" at Keith's.
Buttre!sed with the usual turnof - the - century British - Indian
troubles, it brings out a social
problem by trying to mate white
girl Terry Moore with halfcaste Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort
Ty (At least I think it's caste). On Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor
Time called it an "eastern western," and despite the big screen,
that's about the size of it.
and Bis Orchestra

SALE

of all "'ool

CLYDE TRASK

"Escape from Fort Bravo," a
polished, well-acted, neatly written civil war western pits Union
captain William Holden against

SATURDAY EVENING
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086

Regularly 7.95
Sizes 38 to 46

For

4.9.'i

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH
Now is th'e perfect time to replenish your sweater wardrobe with these handsome ell
wool classic ''V" neck pullover ·~tyles. Also available are a few button coot style
sweaters in sizes 38 to 40. Choose from assorted popular colors ••• pullovers in
1izes 38 to 46.

and MILK

MEN'S FURNISHINGS e STREET FLOOR

Mahley

& ~arew
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The Night
Side of The _News
J.. B. Mattheivs Essay .conte~t Off~rs
·
, F1:ve Hundred Dollars As First Prize
Junior Prom Queen To Be Selected Walker Anno1111ces
• ht S CtlOO
1
l G11•
• l S Reai
t t•
T•nne
From Ranks Of N ig
~ S ra IOU
By Dorothy Trage1er ·
Evening College girls will vie
for the honor of reigning as
Queen at the Junior Prom, Feb.
26, at the Pep-Rally dance held
Friday, Jan. 22, at the Day School.
Candidates for Prom Queen will
be chosen at this dance, and the
announcement of the Queen will
take place at the EC Social Club
dance set for Feb. 12.
·Preliminary plans for this
dance were made at the Social
Club meeting, Jan.. ' 11, at the evening college.

Other important business at the
Social meeting was the report on
the Christmas project. After the
party had been given for the
children of Holy Trinity parish,
the remainder of the proceeds of
the Christmas dance and collection was presented to the pastor

Registration period for second
semester classes at XUEC will extend from Jan. 25 to Feb. 3. Students who are now attending
classes must re-register for the
coming semester courses. The
dates set for registration include
the days of the mid-semester exams and students are urged to
of Holy Trinity Church in the register for the spring term on
form of a check for $153.11 to be the night of their examination.
This arrangement will leave
used in the church and school.

Course On lnco1ne
Tax Offerecl At EC
Xavier University Evening College has arranged for a special
course to be offered, entitled,
"What Everyone Should Know
About Income Tax" in the interest of taxpayers who desire to
know more about the annual income tax, it was reported by
Dean Bussell J. Walker. Mr.
Lawrence W. Selzer of the tax
department of the Central Trust
Co. will conduct the course.
Since the average person hasn't the time for a semester's study
of the subject, it is being offered
as a short term course. Classes
will be held on eight consecutive
Friday nights, beginning Jan. 22
and concluding Mar. 12, three
days prior to the deadline for
filing 1953 tax returns.
The course is open to both men
and women and registrations are
being taken in the EC office. The
fee for the entire course is $8.00.

The J. B. Matthews Testimonial
Dinner Committee is sponsoring
a college essay contest with a
cash award of $500, it was learned

this week. Original typewritten
essays of not more than 2000
words on the topic "Communism
and Academic Freedom" must be
submitted before March 1, 1954.
Judges of the award will be
George E. Sokosky, Eugene Lyons, Ralph de Toledano and E.
Merrill Root. All undergraduate
students of all American colleges
and universities are eligible.
Manuscripts should be mailed to

Feb. 1, 2, and 3, the three days
when no classes are held, as
registration dates for new stu~cnts, and will also allow. the office personnel ample time to
handle the registrations.
Although the EC office will be
open from 12 noon daily for adjustments and advisements, for- the Matthews Award Editor, The
mal registrations will be taken American Mercury, 11 East 36th
only after 6: 00 p. m.
St., New York 16, N. Y.

31,000 ACTUAL STUDENT INTERVIEWS
SHOW COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES
TO ALL OTHER BRANDS!
Latest extensive nationwide survey, supervised
by college professors,
proves Luckies
lead againl
In 1952, a survey of colleges
I throughout the country showed that

smokers in those .colleges preferred
Luckies to any other cigarette. In
1953, another far more extensive
and comprehensive survey-supervised by college professors and
based on more than 31,000 actual
student interviews-once again
proved Luckies' overwhelming popularity. Yes, Lu~kies lead again over
all other brands, regular or king size
... and by a wide margin! The number-onereason: Luckies' better taste!

Evening College Exams
To Be Held Jan. 25-29
The Evening College exam
schedule has been officially released by Dean Russell J. Walker.
Exams will be held during the
week of Jan. 25-29 on the regular
class nights.
Students are reminded once
again that final exams must
be taken in order to receive credit
for the semester's work.

HELP WANTED
MEN and WOMEN:

We need representatives in your
locale to help fill out an organization for business surveys, delinquent account listings, polls, and
public opinions. . . . Ideal parttime work...• Choose your own
hours .... Your nearest telephone
may be your place of business for
surveys not requiring the signatures of those interviewed. . . .
Send $1 for administrative guarantee fee, application blank, questionnair~. plan of operation, and
all details on how you may man- ·
age a survey group for us. . . •

I
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

GARDEN STATE and NATIONAL SURVEYS, P. 0. Box 83, Cedar Grove, New Jersey.

·
OA.T.Co.
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W'lldroot Crta•·Oil Is Amerlct's f1Yorilt hilir tonic. It's non·alcoholic. Contains soolllin& lanolin. Grooms h,air, relieves dryness, removes loose dandruff. Ctt Wildroot Cr1111·Dil, Chlrlil! I.Ill • 291.
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Club to Hold Dance
_.t\.etive Biologist Proudly Exhibits Reptile Collection InRifleSouth
Hall Jan. 22
A festive and unique dance
Ifollowing the Xavier-BaldwinWallace basketball game on Friday night, Jan. 22, will be the
scene of the nomination of all
candidates for Junior Prom
Queen. The "Musket-Ball," sponsored by the ROTC Rifle Club
will be held in South Hall from
10: 00 to 12: 30 and a fine program
of music and entertainment has
been planned.
For all students bringing dates,
combination game-dance tickets
are available at the ticket office.

I

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

CHESTERFIELD
JOR THE ,l,rN STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD

~.

IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETT~
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES ...
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY- LOW NICOTINE
Change to Chesterfield today - get
smoking pleasure all the way I

